Correlates of naptime behaviors in preschool aged children
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Purpose: Major changes in the timing, duration, and function of sleep occur during childhood. These changes include the transition from habitual napping to infrequent napping. This transition is likely to reflect, at least in part, neurocognitive development. This study sought to identify factors that discriminate between four groups of children with different teacher-reported responses to naptime in childcare: those who nap (nappers), sometimes nap (transitioners), do not nap (resters), and neither nap, nor lie still (problem nappers).

Methods: Standardized observations of sleep and sleep behaviors, daytime behaviors across a number of domains, and direct neurocognitive assessment of 158 preschool aged children (aged 49–72 months; 54% male) attending childcare centers in Queensland (QLD), Australia, were adopted as part of a large longitudinal study of early childhood, the Effective Early Education Experiences (E4Kids) study. Discriminant function analysis was used to examine how age, parent education, nighttime sleep duration, cognitive functioning, behavior problems, and temperament differentiated the four groups.

Results: Three discriminant functions were identified and defined as maturation (strong loadings of nighttime sleep duration, cognitive function, and age), socioeconomic status (parental education), and behavioral problems (externalizing behavior, temperament, and internalizing behavior). These functions accounted for 62.9%, 32.6%, and 4.5% of the between-groups variance, respectively. Children defined as nappers (n=44) had significantly shorter duration of nighttime sleep, were younger, and had lower cognitive functioning scores than did other groups. Problem nappers, (n=25) were more likely to have parents with lower levels of education than did transitioners (n=41). Standard behavior and temperament measures did not significantly differentiate the groups.

Conclusion: The findings support an interaction between cognitive development, sleep behaviors, and the individual needs and circumstances of children. Further research in this area could make a strong contribution to theory and practice in early childhood education, and a strong contribution to understanding of children’s development.
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Introduction

Sleep plays an essential role in the mental, physical, and emotional lives of children. While sleep is a substrate for the physiology of recovery and growth, it has additional behavioral, social, and cultural meaning. These aspects of sleep can be observed in the behaviors and interactions adopted by children before, during, and after sleep episodes, and most particularly in the behaviors surrounding daytime sleep opportunities.

The majority of children (over 80%) aged 3–6 years in developed economies attend some form of Early Childhood Education and Care (ECEC) service. In
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Australia, these services include long daycare, family daycare and kindergartens, broadly comparable to childcare, kindergarten, or preschool settings in other countries. Scheduled, and often mandated, sleep times are an ubiquitous feature of these services, and constitute a significant feature of a child’s early life experience.

Children experience a very clear developmental shift in the distribution of their sleep across the day and night during these preschool years, from predominantly biphasic sleep toward predominantly monophasic sleep. This shift represents a significant change in the neural control, or at least the expression, of sleep timing. This shift is also likely to demonstrate a normal developmental trajectory, somewhat analogous to that observed in other domains of neurodevelopment, such as locomotor development and the acquisition of language. Milestones are evident in both of those trajectories, but it is understood that there can be substantial inter-individual variation in the ages at which these are achieved. A similar degree of variation between children in their transition away from habitual regular daytime napping might be expected, although it is not clear that this variation is well accommodated by the routines and practices observed in ECEC settings. There is therefore a potential for a mismatch between the sleep needs of the child (where these needs include developmental need, together with acute homeostatic and circadian contributions to sleepability) and the expectations of parent, educators, and other carers.

Despite near-universal provision of daytime “nap-times” in Australian ECEC settings, and similar provision in international reports, not all children sleep during these scheduled times. Many studies have categorized children in this context as “nappers and non-nappers”, but some have further identified a proportion of children specifically as “problem nappers”. This categorization has been adopted in a number of subsequent studies. Children have been described as problem nappers if they do not get to sleep at naptime, and display disruptive behaviors or difficulties settling down. The specificity of these behaviors is unclear, and the similarities or differences between “problem napper” behaviors, and other forms of sleep-related problems (eg, nighttime sleep problems) are uncertain.

In the context of developmentally normal transition away from the need for a daytime nap, and potential inflexibility in the provision of nap opportunities (including timing, duration, expectation of sleep, and the degree to which a nap is mandatory), two broad interpretations of this phenomenon are raised. The first is that children identified as “problem nappers” genuinely manifest a behavioral difficulty that is either specific to sleep times or reflects a general behavioral disposition. This might be observed as a unique behavioral profile distinguishing such children from others in the same environment. The second is that this conceptualization of “problem nappers” might to some extent capture children in the midst of a normal transition away from the need for a habitual or routine daytime nap, or somewhere past that point, who are reacting in a to-be-expected fashion to the requirement to lie still and attempt sleep. This possibility might be observed as an association between sleep-time behaviors and other developmental indicators, especially indicators of neurocognitive development.

The differences between children who do and do not nap in childcare are not known, nor are the characteristics of children who might present with behavioral difficulties associated with naptime. The aim of this study was to examine the social and neurodevelopmental correlates associated with nap-time behaviors observed in children aged 4–6 (an age group in transition from regular napping). Specifically, we aimed to describe the neurodevelopmental, behavioral, and demographic characteristics that differentiate children who sleep during scheduled naptimes, those who sleep only “sometimes” during scheduled naptimes, those that lie quietly during naptime despite not napping, and those children who do not or cannot lie quietly during nap times.

Methods
Study design and participants
Aspects of these data and methods have been reported previously. Data were collected as part of a larger longitudinal prospective study, the Effective Early Education Experiences (E4Kids) study, which examined the effects of early education and care (ECEC) on long-term development in a representative sample of early childhood program provision in Australia. The rooms were located in Brisbane (metropolitan; n=121 rooms) and Mt Isa (rural; n=9 rooms), QLD, Australia. Observations were conducted during 2011. At this time, a total of 239 of the E4Kids cohort were still attending childcare programs. Of the initial 239 children for which observation and teacher report data was collected, the following exclusions were made: parent report data unavailable (n=68); outside the preschool age range (>6 years; n=1); no scheduled sleep
rest time in childcare service (n=6); missing data on the items that were used to create the napping groups (n=4; ie, data missing on the educator-reported napping and sleep-time behaviour items such that group membership could not be determined); and >50% missing data (n=2) on relevant study variables. The final sample was 158 children (M\text{age}=58.89 months, SD=3.94, range=49–72 months; n=86 male [54.4%]).

### Measures

#### Nighttime sleep duration

Children’s nighttime sleep duration via parent report. Two items from the questionnaire were included in the present study; “On a typical night, when does the study child usually go to sleep?” and “On a typical morning, when does the study child usually wake up?” An overall nighttime sleep duration value (hours) was calculated as the difference between sleep onset time and sleep wake time.

#### Cognitive functioning

The Woodcock Johnson III\textsuperscript{19} is a normed, validated, and frequently used measure of cognition and designed for children from age two. The Brief Intellectual Ability (BIA) Scale was used in the current study to assess children’s cognitive ability. The overall BIA score was based on the average across three WJIII subscales: (a) Verbal Comprehension, (b) Concept Formation, and (c) Visual Matching, which represents an individual’s verbal ability, thinking ability, and efficiency in performing cognitive tasks. The tests were administered by trained research psychologists at each ECEC setting. Test scores were age corrected against population norms.

#### Socioeconomic status

Parental education was used as a proxy for socioeconomic status, which was calculated from the average of the following two items: 1) “what is the highest level of education you have completed?” and 2) “what is the highest level of education your partner has completed?” Reponses were scored on an 8-point scale (0=no schooling or did not complete primary school; 1=primary school or equivalent; 2=year 10 or equivalent; 3=year 12 or equivalent; 4=tertiary certificate or equivalent; 5=diploma or equivalent; 6=university bachelor degree or equivalent; 7=postgraduate university degree).

#### Behavior

The Strengths and Difficulties Questionnaire – Caregiver report SDQ,\textsuperscript{20} is a brief instrument for screening behavioral and emotional adjustment problems for ages 3–16 year olds. Twenty-five items cover five domains of child behavior “over the last six months or this school year”; emotional symptoms, conduct problems, hyperactivity, peer relationship problems, and prosocial behavior. Responses were measured on a 3-point Likert-like scale: (1) not true, (2) somewhat true, (3) certainly true. Example scale items include “constantly fidgeting or squirming” and “restless, overactive, cannot stay still for long”. This study reports the internalizing (ie, combined emotional symptoms and peer relationships domains; 10 items) and externalizing (ie, combined conduct problems and hyperactivity domains; 10 items) subscales due to our low-risk/general population sample. The SDQ was completed by the parent.

#### Temperament

Child temperament was measured using the Short Temperament Scale for Children (STSC),\textsuperscript{21} scores across 12 items encompassing three domains (sociability, persistence, and inflexibility) of the STSC were averaged to provide a single Easy-Difficult Temperament Score, in which higher scores reflect a more easy temperament style (scale 0–5; Cronbach’s \( \alpha = 0.76 \)). The STSC was completed by the parent.

### Data analysis

The data were analyzed using SPSS version 22. Missing data were examined using a Missing Values Analysis, which revealed that missing data were minimal and missing completely at random (MCAR; Little’s MCAR test, \( p = 0.063 \)). Expectation–maximization was used to impute missing data via the SPSS version 22 Missing Values Analysis. A discriminant function analysis was used to determine how well age, parental education, BIA, nighttime sleep duration, behavior, and temperament, discriminated between the four napping groups. Significance was evaluated at \( \alpha = 0.05 \) using two-sided tests.

### Groups

Children were classified into one of four groups based on teacher ratings of their habitual napping behavior on two items: 1) “Does this child usually sleep during day sleep time and 2) Does this child have difficulty lying quietly at sleep time”. Response options for both items were never, rarely, sometimes, often, and always. The given group labels are subjective interpretations of the different napping behaviors reported by teachers. Children were classified as nappers (n=44) if their teacher rated them as “often” or “always”
sleeping during sleep/rest time; children were classified as transitioners \( (n=41) \) if their teacher rated them as “sometimes” sleeping during sleep/rest time. This label was based on a hypothesized behavioral characteristic of the developmental stage between biphasic and monophasic sleep (ie, skipping naps is thought to indicate a transition away from napping, although longitudinal studies of this process are lacking); children were classified as resters \( (n=48) \) if their teacher rated them as “never” or “rarely” sleeping during sleep/rest time, and rated them as “never” or “rarely” having difficulty lying quietly during sleep/rest time. Children who “sometimes” “had difficulty lying quietly at sleep time” were also included in the resters group. Children were classified as problem pappers \( (n=25) \) if their teacher rated them as “never” or “rarely” sleeping during sleep/rest time, and rated them as “often” or “always” having difficulty lying quietly during sleep/rest time.

**Results**

The descriptive statistics for the predictor variables according to groups are displayed in Table 1, along with the univariate ANOVA results.

**Discriminant function analysis**

A discriminant function analysis was used to determine which variables discriminated between the different napping types. The discriminant function analysis revealed 3 discriminant functions, \( \Lambda=0.678, \chi^2(21, N=158)=58.84, p<0.001. \) After controlling for the first function, the second and third functions combined still significantly discriminated between groups, \( \Lambda=0.861, \chi^2(12, N=158)=22.68, p=0.031. \) After controlling for the first and second functions, the third function did not significantly discriminate between groups, \( \Lambda=0.981, \chi^2(5, N=158)=2.88, p=0.719. \) The first, second, and third functions accounted for 62.9% \( (\text{Re}^2=0.21) \) and 32.6% \( (\text{Re}^2=0.12) \), and 4.5% \( (\text{Re}^2=0.02) \) of the between-group variance, respectively.

The correlations between the predictor variables and the discriminant function scores indicated that nighttime sleep duration \( (r=0.84) \), BIA \( (r=0.46) \), and age \( (r=0.45) \) loaded most strongly onto Function 1; parental education \( (r=0.80) \) loaded most strongly onto Function 2; and, externalizing behaviour \( (r=0.76) \), temperament \( (r=0.41) \), and Internalizing behaviour \( (r=0.33) \) loaded most strongly onto Function 3. Given these correlations, Function 1 was labeled maturation due to the age and cognitive function loadings, Function 2 was labeled socioeconomic status, and Function 3 was labeled behavioral problems. The structure matrix is presented in Table 2.

To test which groups differed significantly on each function, follow-up one-way ANOVAs and post hoc tests using Dunnett’s T3 multiple comparisons (due to unequal group sizes) were conducted on the discriminant scores from the functions. The omnibus \( F \) revealed that there was a significant difference between the groups on both Function 1 \( [F(3,154)=13.58, p<0.001] \) and Function 2 \( [F(3, 154)=2.95, p=0.034] \), but not Function 3 \( [F(3, 154)=0.98, p=0.405] \).

On Function 1, nappers (centroid =−0.77) scored significantly lower than did transitioners (centroid =0.014; \( M \) difference=−0.68, \( p=0.024, 95\% \) CI \([-1.30, −0.06]) \), resters (centroid =0.515; \( M \) difference=−1.23, \( p<0.001, 95\% \) CI \([-1.80, −0.66]) \), and problem pappers (centroid =0.338; \( M \) difference=−1.20, \( p<0.001, 95\% \) CI \([-1.78, −0.61]). \) No other significant between group differences were found on Function 1.

On Function 2, problem pappers (centroid =−0.73) scored significantly lower than did transitioners (centroid =0.42; \( M \) difference=−0.72, \( p=0.034, 95\% \) CI \([0.38, 1.40]) \), but not nappers (centroid =−0.10; \( M \) difference=0.35, \( p=0.730, \)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Predictor variables</th>
<th>Nappers ( n=44 )</th>
<th>Transitioners ( n=41 )</th>
<th>Resters ( n=48 )</th>
<th>Problem pappers ( n=25 )</th>
<th>( F )</th>
<th>( \Lambda )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age in years</td>
<td>57.36 (4.24)</td>
<td>59.56 (3.66)</td>
<td>59.65 (3.53)</td>
<td>59.00 (4.05)</td>
<td>3.33*</td>
<td>0.939</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parent education</td>
<td>4.82 (1.36)</td>
<td>5.57 (1.16)</td>
<td>5.51 (0.96)</td>
<td>4.60 (1.33)</td>
<td>6.02**</td>
<td>0.895</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BIA scale</td>
<td>445.17 (11.09)</td>
<td>451.06 (12.16)</td>
<td>451.90 (10.66)</td>
<td>450.39 (10.56)</td>
<td>3.26*</td>
<td>0.940</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sleep duration</td>
<td>10.50 (0.56)</td>
<td>10.76 (0.56)</td>
<td>11.06 (0.56)</td>
<td>11.16 (0.49)</td>
<td>10.84***</td>
<td>0.826</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temperament</td>
<td>2.96 (0.70)</td>
<td>3.16 (0.81)</td>
<td>3.32 (0.81)</td>
<td>3.07 (0.59)</td>
<td>2.15</td>
<td>0.960</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internalizing</td>
<td>2.77 (2.65)</td>
<td>2.39 (2.19)</td>
<td>2.25 (2.19)</td>
<td>3.20 (2.71)</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.982</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Externalizing</td>
<td>5.61 (3.44)</td>
<td>4.77 (4.13)</td>
<td>3.42 (2.99)</td>
<td>5.04 (3.53)</td>
<td>3.18*</td>
<td>0.942</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: \( \Lambda=\text{Wilk's Lambda}. \) * \( p<0.05. \) ** \( p<0.01. \) *** \( p<0.001. \) df=3, 145.

Abbreviation: BIA, Brief Intellectual Ability.
95% CI [−0.39, 1.09]) or resters (centroid =0.11; M difference=0.55, p =0.139, 95% CI [−0.10, 1.21]), indicating that problem pappers came from a significantly lower socioeconomic status background than did the transitioners. No other group differences were found on Function 2. These findings are presented visually in Figure 1.

### Classification

Overall, 52.5% of the original cases were correctly classified (Kappa =0.32, p<0.001), indicating that the model’s statistical predictive ability was above chance with a “fair” degree of accuracy. At the individual group level, 63.6% of nappers, 36.6% of transitioners, 66.7% of resters, and 32% of problem Nappers were correctly classified. The “leave-one-out” cross validation method revealed that 46.2% of cross-validated grouped cases were correctly classified, indicating good generalisability of the solution.

### Discussion

This study is among the first to examine the neurodevelopmental correlates of napping behavior in children. The results revealed that nappers and non-napping children could be discriminated by a range of neurodevelopmental and demographic characteristics, but not discriminated by temperament or behavioral characteristics. Overall, the results revealed that nappers were younger, had poorer cognitive functioning, and shorter nighttime sleep duration than non-nappers (ie, resters and problem pappers) and children who were transitioning away from napping (ie, transitioners). These factors point to the importance of maturational factors, including changes in the distribution of sleep across the day and nighttime hours. In addition, we found that socioeconomic status differentiated between some of our napping groups; specifically, non-nappers who had difficulty lying still were from families of likely lower socioeconomic status than children who were transitioning away from napping.

The finding that children who were still napping during scheduled naptimes performed more poorly on tests of cognitive functioning than do children who were no longer napping or transitioning away from napping is consistent with some previous reports. However, findings on the relationship between cognitive functioning and napping have been mixed, and a broad view remains that sleep, and specifically naps, act in an important way to consolidate new learning. The necessity and benefit of napping for younger

### Table 2 Discriminant function structure matrix

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Predictor</th>
<th>Function 1 Maturation</th>
<th>Function 2 SES</th>
<th>Function 3 Behavioural problems</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sleep duration</td>
<td>0.840*</td>
<td>−0.387</td>
<td>0.019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BIA scale</td>
<td>0.461*</td>
<td>0.171</td>
<td>0.324</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>0.447*</td>
<td>0.219</td>
<td>−0.110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parent education</td>
<td>0.317</td>
<td>0.802*</td>
<td>−0.019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Externalizing</td>
<td>−0.408</td>
<td>−0.207</td>
<td>0.758*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temperament</td>
<td>0.317</td>
<td>0.214</td>
<td>−0.406*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internalizing</td>
<td>−0.090</td>
<td>−0.316</td>
<td>0.334*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Bolded values load onto the respective functions.

Abbreviation: BIA, Brief Intellectual Ability.

### Figure 1 Depiction of group centroids on the discriminant functions.
children seem clear, but as children age, sleep consolidation is associated with, reflects, or even drives brain maturation, consistent with a changing function of sleep over time.

The finding that non-nappers had longer nighttime sleep duration than did nappers is consistent with previous reports, and reiterates the reciprocal links between nighttime and daytime sleep. Collectively, these findings may be consistent with a maturation hypothesis, which suggests that napping cessation represents a developmental milestone in early childhood.

The finding that parental education (as a proxy for socioeconomic status) was lower for problem nappers than for transitioners suggests that there may be direct or indirect demographic influences contributing to differences in napping behaviors in preschool children. This socioeconomic dimension to variability in napping type might act through differences in 24 hr routines (eg, more or less prescriptive or stable home routines), choices around parental work schedules that contribute to the pattern of attendance, differences in family-level modeling of sleep behaviors, or other social constructs.

In our sample, 16.5% of preschoolers were classified as problem nappers, but these children did not demonstrate any increased difficulties in general behavior and temperament outside of the nap period compared to the other groups. Rather, these children displayed behavioral difficulties specific to nap times. This finding questions the conceptualization of “problem napper”, defined in the previous literature to have a more difficult temperament in general (ie, higher negative affect, lower effortful control) than non-problem nappers. While these contrasting findings may be due to differences in group classification, our data remain consistent with the possibility that this group is typically developing children who are transitioning away from napping or no longer have the need to nap. Their behavior around nap times may be better described as “restless” and understood more neutrally as an expected behavior at this period in their development.

In this study’s sample, 26% of children were classified as transitioners, or children who sometimes slept during daytime sleep opportunities. This group may reflect a transition phase between biphasic and monophasic sleep, or some other state consistent with intermittent or irregular napping. It remains possible that this group is more influenced by environmental factors, and that this group may include children taking an opportunity to nap when they otherwise would not.

This study undertook a novel multivariate approach to understanding the neurodevelopmental correlates of napping cessation; however, a number of limitations should be kept in mind when interpreting these findings. The sample consisted of children between the ages of 4 and 6 years attending licensed daycare centers in Australia. It is unknown whether these results generalize to younger children, to children from different cultural contexts, or to children receiving care outside these settings. By confining our study to childcare settings with scheduled naptimes we were able to remove the influence of a range of potential confounds (including wide variation in daytime practices and environments) by holding the napping context constant. Daytime nap behaviors are likely to represent an interaction between developmental factors and environmental factors including the constraints of routines and scheduling within childcare environments. The role of attendance at childcare, and the patterns of attendance across the week, in directly influencing nap behaviors should be determined at the child level in future studies. Our groups were defined on the basis of educator report, and the nighttime sleep duration was measured via parent-report in increments of 30 mins. As such, the accuracy of these classifications may be less reliable than if measured using objective measurement. Further, subjective assessment of nighttime sleep duration (parent report) and napping behavior (educator report) precluded the assessment of possible sleep disorders (eg, obstructive sleep apnea, parasomnias) in this cohort, which may influence napping behavior. Missing data, such as that from parent reports of sleep at home, may introduce biases that also limit interpretation and generalizability of the findings. The use of continuous objective measurement of habitual sleep, such as actigraphy, may provide a partial alternative to observer report of children’s sleep.

Finally, this study was cross sectional, and the study design means that we cannot disentangle the direction of the associations between the variables and napping type, and the term “predictors” is used here only in the statistical sense. Prospective studies that examine the timing, nature, and duration of the transition from biphasic to monophasic sleep are needed to better understand the mechanisms of causality.

Conclusion
We challenge the standard practice of scheduling naptimes for all children throughout the preschool period. Although 30% of the observed children did sleep during naptime, most never napped or only napped sometimes. We hypothesize that the shift away from napping is underpinned by a major developmental change in the
neurobiology of sleep–wake control, and in the neurocognitive functions of sleep.

As such, sleep transition might be seen as a developmental milestone analogous to walking and talking, with the need to be responsive to individual changes in need, purpose, and patterns of daytime sleep in developing children. This possibility should be tested directly in longitudinal studies across the early years that measure these developmental dimensions concurrently.
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